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Summary
This case study documents a remarkable
regeneration success story.
It describes how a regeneration and

It describes the 2004 development

development partnership between

agreement between Strathleven

Strathleven Regeneration – a Community

Regeneration Company and Walker Group

Interest Company – and Walker Group – a

which has been the foundation for the

private sector developer – has delivered

achievements documented in this report.

new homes and jobs in Dumbarton and the

The report sets out the chronology of the

Vale of Leven, close to some of Scotland’s

development and regeneration process,

most deprived communities. It shows how

the key milestones, and the outputs and

an effective and determined long-term

impacts achieved.

partnership has been able to achieve results
despite the effects of the financial crash

The principal objective of the case

and a global recession. Lomondgate has

study is to identify good practice and

defied conventional market wisdom and

transferable learning from the Lomondgate

shown that it is possible to succeed in the

experience. Lomondgate is a rich source

most challenging circumstances – and with

of ideas, inspiration and learning for

only minimal financial support from the

policymakers and economic development

public sector.

and regeneration practitioners, and for
all communities facing the challenge of

The case study records the history of

structural change. We have highlighted 8

the Lomondgate partnership since the

key lessons from Lomondgate, covering

announcement in 1998 of the closure of the

themes including leadership, vision,

J&B whisky bottling plant in Dumbarton.

partnership, commercial acumen and skills.
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The case study

How it all began

The purpose of this case study is to record

The case study builds on independent studies

In 1998 Diageo announced the closure of

was formed in 2000, a special purpose

good practice and identify transferable

commissioned by Strathleven Regeneration,

its J&B whisky bottling plant at Dumbarton

vehicle with a brief to facilitate the physical

learning from the Lomondgate project.

board papers and reports as well as a series

with the loss of 470 jobs. This was a major

and economic regeneration of the redundant

It is aimed primarily at policymakers and

of in-depth interviews with the Lomondgate

economic shock for a community already

factory and surrounding land. SRC was set up

regeneration practitioners, and is intended

partners. It draws out 8 key lessons from

experiencing high levels of unemployment, but

as a non-profit distributing company limited

to raise awareness of a unique project and a

the Lomondgate story, which is a paradigm

also a symbolically significant event in a town

by guarantee. The original members included

distinctive approach. The Lomondgate story

for a new kind of regeneration practice –

long associated with the whisky industry.

John McFall MP (Chair), Jackie Baillie MSP,

is particularly relevant at a time when public

entrepreneurial, market-led and, to a large

resources are at a premium and traditional

degree, private sector-funded.

West Dunbartonshire Council (WDC) and
The immediate response to the

Scottish Enterprise (SE). Diageo committed

supply-side approaches to regeneration

announcement was the formation of a Task

a dowry of £500,000 and 22 acres of land;

appear increasingly unsustainable.

Force, chaired by John McFall MP. West

WDC contributed £180,000 of seedcorn

Dunbartonshire Council, Scottish Enterprise,

funding and transferred 34 acres of land; SE

Diageo, the trade unions, Clydebank College

committed £340,000 of seedcorn funding.

and the Employment Service were all
represented on the Task Force which focused

A report by MacdonaldEDA (2004) reviewed

on the immediate challenge of finding new

the partnership response to the J&B closure

jobs for the J&B workforce. By the time the

in these early years, with a detailed timeline

J&B plant closed in April 2000 all but 80 of

of events from the creation of the Task

the employees had found work or opted for

Force to the signing of the development

early retirement.

agreement. It includes an account of the
1999 community engagement event which

4

The Task Force was a response to the

helped to shape Lifting the Rock, an action

immediate effects of the J&B closure, but

plan for Dumbarton and the Vale of Leven,

the partners were determined to go further.

which was in turn a major influence on SRC’s

Strathleven Regeneration Company (SRC)

first vision statement.
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The Development Agreement

Project milestones

The support offered by the key partners was

which highlighted the potential of the project

BBC Scotland’s Dumbarton studios opened

all the current consents have been built out.

conditional on SRC entering into a joint venture

to contribute to sustainable regeneration and

in 2002, and the facility is now described

A key event and a genuine game-changer

with a private sector developer. The search for

economic development, helping Dumbarton to

as “one of the busiest studios in the UK”.

was the opening of the new Aggreko

a partner proved to be a lengthy and complex

compete for residents, jobs, investment and

Getting new development on the ground

manufacturing facility in 2012.

process but, in 2004, SRC and Walker Group

visitors. The key elements of the project would

was a slow process: the development

(Scotland) Ltd signed a formal development

be modern business space, services for visitors

agreement, the masterplan and planning

In 2011, SRC became a Community Interest

agreement. Walker Group acquired the former

and tourists, and new housing. The partners’

consents took several years to achieve, and

Company (CIC), describing itself as “a

J&B plant and land south of the A82 from

key targets over the course of the development

then the recession hit. But in recent years

partnership of local business and political

Diageo, part of which was leased to the BBC

agreement were to replace the 470 jobs lost at

the momentum has increased significantly.

leaders with regeneration and economic

in 2002. The development agreement pooled

J&B, and to attract £60m of private investment.

The Premier Inn hotel and the Malt & Myre

development organisations”. This was

pub restaurant opened at Lomondgate

an important decision that positioned the

the land owned by Walker Group with land
north of the A82 which had been transferred

The early years of the agreement focused on

Services in 2011, followed by Scotland’s

business as a (highly entrepreneurial) social

to SRC. Under the terms of the agreement,

pre-development activity: preparing a masterplan

These key milestones were reached just as

Regeneration from housing land sales did

first drive-through Costa in 2012. The Euro

enterprise and differentiated it from public

Walker Group undertook to provide advance

and securing planning and other statutory

the global financial crisis was unfolding and

not materialise. The situation is improving

Garages petrol filling station and Jaconelli’s

sector regeneration vehicles like the Urban

infrastructure, including a new roundabout on

consents. The masterplan – originally framed

the global economy began to slide into what

but, especially in the early years of the

diner followed in 2015. Work on building the

Regeneration Companies (URCs).

the A82. The area covered by the development

around 6 “development packages” - received

proved to be a long recession. The impact on

agreement, the commitment and resolve of

first Lomondgate houses began in 2011 and

agreement extended to 106 acres, and a “long

planning consent in 2005. In 2006, SRC

the property market was profound and long-

the partners were severely tested.

stop” date of 31 December 2018 was agreed,

appointed its first chief executive; the company

lasting, especially in less-favoured locations.

by which time the whole site was expected to

had previously depended on in-kind support from

Faced with these challenges, it would have

WDC and SE, supplemented by consultancy

As the severity of the recession became

been easy to give up on the project or dilute

services. The Lomondgate brand was launched

clear, property markets began to falter.

aspirations, but that has never been seen as

The development agreement reflects the

in October 2007 and at about the same time

Lomondgate could not be insulated from

an option. Walker Group and SRC have kept

commercial imperatives of both parties. There

Walker Group let the main infrastructure

these events and there was an inevitable

the faith and the partnership has matured

is no public sector capital funding available but,

contract. These works – the A82 Lomondgate

negative impact. Development progressed

and deepened. Walker Group delivered the

crucially, the agreement is based on overarching

Roundabout, a secondary roundabout, drainage

more slowly than planned and anticipated

promised infrastructure investment, while

economic regeneration objectives which reflect

and other services – cost in excess of £7.5m

financial returns were delayed. The effects

SRC – with a new chief executive in post –

the aspirations of the community and local

but they were essential to open up access to

are still being felt today: the commercial

began to develop a value-added role, building

stakeholders. The agreement embodied the

development sites on both sides of the A82 and

development account is still in deficit and

links with the Council, local businesses and

vision statement previously adopted by SRC

increase the visibility of the site.

anticipated capital receipts to Strathleven

development agencies.

be under development.
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BBC lease part of
J&B site from Diageo.
BBC Scotland’s Dumbarton
Studios open.

Diageo announces J&B
bottling plant closure.
Task Force formed.

1998

2000

J&B plant closes.
Strathleven Regeneration
Company formed.

2002

Masterplan receives
planning permission.

2004

Walker Group
(Scotland) and SRC sign
development agreement.

2005

First Lomondgate houses on site.
Premier Inn and Malt & Myre
open at Lomondgate Services.
Strathleven Regeneration becomes
a Community Interest Company.

2007

Lomondgate
launched.

2011

Walker Group and Taylor Wimpey
submit planning application for Area 5.
Euro Garages petrol filling station opens.
Jaconelli’s diner opens.

2012

Aggreko facility opens.
Costa drive-through opens.

2015

2016

All homes in Areas 2,3
and 4 (344 houses)
completed.
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Residential development

BBC Scotland
In 2002, BBC Scotland leased part of the

3 studios with a full-size back lot. On-site

J&B site from Diageo for use as studios for

facilities include costume and make-up, edit

River City and other BBC and independent

suites, catering and workshops. There are

productions. This was a very significant early

currently around 300 full-time equivalent (FTE)

win, attracting a prestigious anchor occupier

employees on the site, which has established

to the site and helping to pave the way for

a presence for the world-renowned BBC brand

the development agreement. Dumbarton

in West Dunbartonshire.

Studios offers a total of 70,000 ft² space in

Land acquired by Walker Group south of

A 2014 survey showed that Lomondgate was

the A82 was earmarked for residential

helping to retain local residents by improving

development (Areas 2, 3 and 4 – 39 acres).

housing choice in West Dunbartonshire.

Planning permission was granted for a

More than three-quarters of the households

total of 344 houses, all of which have been

in Lomondgate had previously lived

completed by Persimmon Homes, Walker

elsewhere in the Council area, and might

Group and Taylor Wimpey respectively.

otherwise have been obliged to leave the

This has been a remarkable achievement

area to meet their housing needs.

in a period when housing completions in

8

Scotland were running at only about half

Reflecting the popularity of new homes

the pre-recession level. Sales have been

at Lomondgate, the adjoining Area 5 was

strong, confirming Walker Group’s judgement

allocated for residential development in

that West Dunbartonshire had been under-

the proposed West Dunbartonshire Local

supplied with quality family housing for a

Development Plan. Taylor Wimpey and

number of years. Between 2011 and 2015

Walker Group have submitted a planning

Lomondgate accounted for half of all housing

application for 58 homes and environmental

completions in West Dunbartonshire.

improvements on this site.
9
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Lomondgate Services

Aggreko

Lomondgate’s strategic position at the gateway

When Aggreko, a leading international

Lomondgate subsequently secured a £22m

together with a pub/family restaurant

business with a base in Dumbarton,

investment in a state-of-the-art, 192,000 ft²

it a prime location for destination services

(the Malt & Myre) opened in 2011: it has

announced that it was intending to expand

manufacturing facility which opened in 2012.

serving day visitors and tourists as well as the

been so successful that the operators

and relocate its manufacturing operation,

local market. The Lomondgate masterplan

have sought and gained planning

there was a real risk that hundreds of

This important investment created and/or

earmarked a site next to the new roundabout,

consent for a 54-bedroom extension

skilled jobs would be lost, especially when

saved 339 gross jobs, including contractors,

other local sites proved unsuitable. The

but it was also symbolically significant: a

Lomondgate partners reacted swiftly, revising

world-class business building a clean, modern

the masterplan to create a development

factory in a high-quality landscape setting told

to Loch Lomond and the National Park made

and the partners have successfully delivered
almost all the key elements of the package:

■■ a 60-bedroom Premier Inn hotel,

■■ Scotland’s first drive-through Costa
coffee shop opened in 2012

A82 strategic site

site on land to the north of the proposed

a powerful story of regeneration and renewal

■■ a petrol filling station was an essential

business park, most of it beyond the area

in Dumbarton and the Vale of Leven, helping

part of the mix but changes in the

covered by the development agreement.

to create confidence in the market place and

sector suggested that it would be

SRC forged close links with the company and

to raise the morale of the community.

hard to attract an operator: following a
sustained marketing campaign led by the
Lomondgate partnership, Euro Garages
opened for business in 2015
■■ Jaconelli’s fish diner opened in 2015
■■ this leaves one parcel of land (Site F)
available for a tourism/visitor facility.
By effectively extending Lomondgate to the

which would be another game-changer for

north to create a site for Aggreko, the partners

Lomondgate. A number of leads have already

preserved the strategic site on the north side

been pursued, with future options ranging

of the A82. This site, which extends to around

from advanced manufacturing and technology,

20 acres, was originally envisaged as an office-

through to commercial leisure. Attracting an

based business park but that is no longer a

anchor occupier to this site will be a top priority

viable option. Market intelligence suggests that

as the development partners work towards the

there is a realistic prospect of attracting a large

December 2018 long-stop date.

or single user, ideally a high-profile investment
10
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A record of achievement: key facts
Dumbarton and the Vale of Leven were

Lomondgate has already been nominated

perceived to be communities in decline

for a number of awards and the project’s

and places where, even in good times, the

Economic impacts
Investor

£m

achievements were recognised at the 2016

Walker Group

28.10

market was reluctant to act. The partners

Scottish Property Awards, where it was

Aggreko

25.80

have challenged those assumptions by

named Community Development Project of

Persimmon

15.64

focusing relentlessly on the positive,

the Year. The shortlisting for a 2012 SURF

Taylor Wimpey

15.11

showcasing the location’s strengths

Award for Best Practice in Community

BBC

6.29

and attributes, and making the case for

Regeneration highlighted “dedicated

Lomondgate as:

long-term partnership working” at

Whitbread

5.32

Euro Garages

2.00

Jaconelli’s

0.60

Costa

0.02

Total

98.88

Lomondgate, as well as “the remarkable
■■ a great place to live, with a wonderful
landscape setting and excellent road
and rail access to Glasgow and the

absence of public sector capital funding and
the high-calibre businesses that have been
successfully attracted”.

A review by Peter Brett Associates
showed that, by April 2016,
Lomondgate had delivered the
following economic impacts:
■■ cumulative private sector
investment of £99m, including an
investment of £46m in housing
■■ 728 people working at
Lomondgate (692 full-time
equivalent), with an estimated
regional impact (2015-16) of 499
net additional jobs/£48.3m GVA,
and a national impact of 167 net
additional jobs/£15.8m GVA

central belt

■■ 344 homes completed, including
52 units in 2015-16

■■ an excellent place to do business,
beside a trunk road and within easy
striking distance of Glasgow and an

■■ a cumulative contribution of
£311m to regional GVA
■■ 390,000 ft² of employment
floorspace

Business/
location

Sq ft

Sq m

% share

Aggreko

192,674

17,900

49%

Lomondgate
Services

87,080

8,090

22%

10,304

28%

■■ development of the site has
created the equivalent of 77
permanent construction jobs

BBC

110,911

Total

390, 655 36, 294 100%

■■ approximately £745,000 in
Council Tax contributions per
annum

Business/
location

Acres Hectares

% share

Residential

39.3

15.9

57%

■■ a £7.5m investment in road
infrastructure, drainage and
services

Aggreko

16.1

6.5

23%

Lomondgate
3.7
Services

1.5

5%

■■ 68.9 acres of land developed
or in development

BBC

9.8

4.0

14%

Total

68.9

27.9

100%

international airport
■■ an ideal stopping-off point for visitors
travelling to and from the National Park
and the West Highlands.
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Regional impact

National impact

Business

Gross jobs (FTE)

Net jobs (FTE)

GVA £m

Gross jobs (FTE)

Net jobs (FTE)

GVA £m

BBC

349

259

18.2

349

90

6.3

Aggreko

271

193

26.7

271

60

8.3

Whitbread

29

19

1.3

29

7

0.5

Costa

13

8

0.6

13

3

0.2

Euro Garages

18.5

12

0.9

19

4

0.3

Jaconelli’s

11.5

8

0.5

12

3

0.2

Total

692

499

48.3

692

167

15.8
13
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3

8 key lessons from Lomondgate
Lomondgate is a rich source of ideas, inspiration and learning for policymakers and economic development and regeneration practitioners, and
for all communities facing the challenge of structural change. Based on a review of documents and reports and, especially, in-depth interviews
with some of the key players, we have identified 8 key lessons from the Lomondgate story. All these lessons can be applied readily in other
places that are prepared to match the energy, skills, commitment and creativity of the Lomondgate partners.

1

Effective leadership and good corporate citizenship laid the
foundations for recovery at Lomondgate

2

a shared determination to help the workforce

Especially in challenging times it is easy for

Strathleven Regeneration has been a

was a major blow for Dumbarton and it is still

find new jobs and to create a positive legacy

property developers and investors to join the

passionate advocate of Dumbarton and the

a cause for regret. But once it became clear

for Dumbarton and the Vale of Leven.

flight to so-called prime locations. Locations

Vale of Leven, and Walker Group (together

important things happened.

The community’s aspirations and the

regeneration will drive sustainable economic

partners’ confidence in the future potential

development, create new communities and

of Dumbarton and the Vale of Leven was

help to establish a “new Dumbarton” ready

reflected in a strategic vision for the area,

to thrive and prosper in the future.

and a statement of the tangible benefits that
would flow from the regeneration of the area

A credible vision recognises that regeneration

– jobs, new residents, greater prosperity, and

takes a long time and requires patience.

so on.

The decline of industrial towns unfolds over
decades and it can take many years to turn

The development partnership has unlocked the potential
of the Lomondgate site

The decision to close the J&B bottling point

that the decision would not be reversed, two

It is important to establish
a compelling and credible vision for the future

that are perceived to be challenging or high-

with Persimmon Homes and Taylor Wimpey)

Business closures are a fact of life and

risk can easily get left behind, especially if

has had the courage and acumen to

This vision was the foundation for the

their fortunes around. It is 18 years since

development agreement, sending a clear

Diageo announced the closure of the J&B

signal that the Lomondgate partners have

plant, and 12 years since the development

a shared strategic agenda and common

agreement was signed. A great deal has

purpose. Beyond the specific goals of

been achieved, but the partners’ resolve has

replacing the jobs lost at J&B and securing

often been tested: their determination to

£60m of investment – both of which have

hold to the long-term vision, and to say no

been exceeded – the partners are committed

to proposals which fall short of the expected

to a bigger project in which physical

standard, has been vitally important.

4

Doing the right thing:
the power of enlightened pragmatism

A 2011 report to the Strathleven Regeneration

player, Lomondgate has set out to influence

board described the Lomondgate partners’

the market and draw attention to the

approach as “enlightened pragmatism”. The

area’s neglected strengths. This hands-on

there will be more in the future, but

they are in areas with a history of industrial

recognise that the area was under-supplied

development agreement is founded on a

approach has been vital but so has a shared

First, the local partners moved quickly to set

outgoing owners can still exercise corporate

decline. Years of under-investment can drive

with family housing and to cater for latent

clear-sighted appreciation of the commercial

determination to maintain quality and not

up a task force and mobilise a response. The

responsibility – to the mutual benefit of the

communities into a downward spiral, and the

demand. There is an important lesson here

imperatives driving Walker Group, Strathleven

to indulge in a “race to the bottom”. The

task force was chaired by John McFall MP

community and the company’s reputation.

market (and planners) can too readily assume

for all of urban Scotland: communities don’t

Regeneration, investors and occupiers. By

partners have been prepared to hold out for

and he played a vital role from the outset,

Strathleven Regeneration still has a positive

that historic take-up is the only reliable

have to be the prisoners of their history,

working with the market grain and showing

better quality and to resist uses which are at

acting as a leader and an influential champion

relationship with Diageo, and as recently as

predictor of future demand.

and it is possible to change perceptions of

flexibility and a spirit of compromise the

odds with the Lomondgate vision.

and working closely with J&B’s parent

2014 Diageo rolled out its “Learning for Life”

company, Diageo.

programme in Dumbarton.

disadvantaged places. At the same time,

partners have achieved far more than

One of the outstanding achievements of the

a rigorous market perspective is essential

conventional market wisdom would have

The lesson is clear: by striking a careful

Lomondgate partnership has been to challenge

to test whether, as in Lomondgate, the

predicted – without any capital funding from

balance between strategic aspiration and

Second, Diageo’s contribution was exemplary.

received wisdom by focusing on the area’s

fundamentals are sound.

the public sector.

commercial reality, Lomondgate has over-

They played an active part in the task force

strategic attributes – its superb natural setting,

and a dowry – in cash and land – was the

accessibility to the Glasgow conurbation and

What’s happened at Lomondgate makes

Because everything that has happened

catalyst for the creation of Strathleven

the National Park, transport connections,

commercial sense but it has often been

has been market-led and business-driven,

Regeneration. The nature of the initial

skilled workforce and its attractions as a place

achieved in the face of scepticism from

success has been hard-won – but it is much

response set the tone for what was to follow:

to live and bring up a family.

agents and others. Far from being a passive

more likely to be sustainable.

14

achieved despite a hostile economic climate.
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6

Interlocking partnerships
are the key to success

The commercial imperative drives
creativity and innovation

7

Tensions are inevitable in a regeneration and development partnership
but they can be managed through trust and shared values

The Lomondgate project rests on two tiers

The chief executive of Strathleven

– so the business-winning strategy is based

If the development partnership doesn’t

important: managing the relationship with tact

of partnership. Strathleven Regeneration

Regeneration is the lynchpin, acting as the

on identifying prospective operators, selling

generate some tensions and rubbing

and judgement, influencing policy and pursuing
investment opportunities. In one notable

CIC brings together key local partners

interface between the two partnerships,

Lomondgate as a strategic location and

points, it almost certainly isn’t working. The

and stakeholders – business leaders,

influencing policy and managing the day-

facilitating investment.

development partner (Walker Group) made

episode, Walker Group agreed to forego an

a substantial investment in infrastructure

opportunity to attract a discount food store

With Aggreko, Lomondgate was able to turn

which it needed to recoup. Its immediate

to Lomondgate because the Strathleven
Regeneration board considered it would be at

politicians, West Dunbartonshire Council

to-day relationship with Walker Group. The

and Scottish Enterprise – to champion a

review has also highlighted the importance

vision for Lomondgate, and to ensure that

of the relationship between the Lomondgate

a potential crisis into an opportunity and offer

commercial aims may sometimes challenge

physical regeneration drives sustainable

partners and West Dunbartonshire Council.

a compelling proposition which secured the

the broader economic regeneration and

odds with their aspirations for the site and with
the local authority’s town centre first policy.

economic development. In turn, Strathleven

The latter is the planning authority and

company’s long-term presence in Dumbarton.

placemaking objectives of the Strathleven

Regeneration has signed a development

the body with lead responsibility for local

A petrol filling station was key to the vision

Regeneration partners. The skill lies in

agreement with Walker Group which, for

regeneration: regular liaison meetings have

of “destination services” at Lomondgate: the

managing and resolving conflicts in the

Fundamentally, the relationship works

more than a decade, has been the partnership

promoted good communications and a shared

partners persevered for more than 7 years

mutual interests of both parties and achieving

because the partners understand and trust

a state of creative tension.

each other and share the same aspirations

The traditional model of area-based

8

The Lomondgate way demands
persistence and skill

agenda – both parties believe the relationship

regeneration in Scotland is predicated on

before Euro Garages confirmed their £2m

is constructive rather than adversarial.

using capital funding from the public purse

investment. Other opportunities have been

The two partnerships – Strathleven

to fund or subsidise supply-side initiatives,

identified and pursued, and the partners are

Nothing is more important than choosing the

message is: “that’s what we signed up

Regeneration and Lomondgate – have faced

whether or not there is evidence of demand.

confident that some of these projects will

right partner, and Strathleven Regeneration

for”. The record shows that both parties

Something remarkable has happened at

entrepreneurial because there is no spare

routinely act in the spirit of the development

Lomondgate, so why isn’t everyone doing the

capacity for bureaucracy or mission creep.

vehicle driving regeneration in Lomondgate.

for growth and renewal in Dumbarton. The

many challenges but they have proved to be

Intervention is, of course, sometimes

come to fruition in the years ahead. That

and Walker Group have proved an excellent

remarkably robust and productive. Strathleven

necessary to address market failure but it

is the nature of the task, and the partners

match. Each understands the other’s needs

agreement, only occasionally resorting to

same thing? Partly because it is hard to resist

Regeneration works because the people who

can have a distorting effect on the market,

continue to focus on large/single-user

and expectations, as well as the skills they

the letter. There has never been a serious

the appeal of grant funding and “if we build it,

A critical success factor has been Strathleven

matter are around the table, with a passionate

diverting investment away from locations that

projects and commercial leisure as offering

bring to the table. In the absence of public

falling out, and the occasional board-to-board

they will come” supply-side solutions, even

Regeneration’s determination to stay

meetings have consolidated the partnership,

commitment to the local community and a

do not have access to public sector grants.

the best prospects as the market recovers

money, Walker Group’s upfront investment

if they have a distorting effect on regional

local, focusing relentlessly on making a

belief that the area deserves the best; giving

By contrast, development at Lomondgate will

and the reputation of Lomondgate grows.

has been indispensable but Strathleven

strengthened mutual trust and renewed

markets. But also because the Lomondgate

difference in the Lomondgate area and

Regeneration’s contribution has been equally

commitment.

way is hard and requires persistence and

resisting the temptation to expand its sphere

professional skills that are in short supply.

of operations. A deep understanding of

the private sector a lead role has helped

only happen if it makes commercial sense.

to sustain an entrepreneurial culture. The

There is no “free money” and no easy wins

Lomondgate partnership is founded on trust,

Walker Group saw sufficient potential to

but the Lomondgate model, anchored in

shared values, complementary skills and

justify an investment of £7.5m in enabling

market realities and commercial imperatives,

Strathleven Regeneration is the epitome

market and the credibility to engage with

mutual commercial benefit. Our research

infrastructure, and an overall investment

is creating a platform for sustainable

of a lean organisation, characterised by

and influence development partners

has highlighted the importance of openness

in excess of £24m. Their faith has been

regeneration. Operating this way, and

extremely careful financial stewardship.

and prospective investors are essential

and transparency: the partners will not

justified by the success of the new residential

focusing on the links between physical

The executive “team” comprises a chief

requirements for the chief executive, as is

always agree but differences of opinion are

developments south of the A82. A realistic

regeneration and economic development,

executive with an administrator, answerable

a willingness to work tirelessly and without

confronted, addressed and resolved – and

appraisal of the commercial property market

encourages the partners to innovate, always

to the board, working closely with Walker

supervision to deliver results. Strathleven

everyone buys into the decision.

suggests that, in this location, speculative

looking for ways to maximise impact and

Group and dedicated to business-winning and

Regeneration has been called a “guerrilla

office or industrial development is not viable

leverage private sector investment.

influencing policy. The approach is necessarily

operation” – it’s not a bad description.
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the workings of the commercial property
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Conclusion
There is a palpable feeling of pride among the Lomondgate partners, and a sense that they’ve been
part of something that has made a real difference in Dumbarton and the Vale of Leven, but which is
also of wider significance. Independent research commissioned by Strathleven Regeneration confirms
that the partnership has exceeded most of its targets and performed better than could reasonably
have been expected in the face of the deepest recession in the modern era. Indeed, many people feel
that what has been achieved would have been a good result even in more benign conditions.
Lomondgate is now home to two

Lomondgate has gone a long way to restore

world-class businesses, the resident

confidence in the neighbouring Vale of Leven

population has increased by more

Industrial Estate.

than 1,500, and a series of well-respected
brands are represented at Lomondgate

The implications for the way we practice

Services. Together these achievements have

regeneration and economic development

changed perceptions of Dumbarton and

in Scotland are profound: the public sector

the Vale of Leven, making Lomondgate a

and Diageo made upfront contributions of

destination in its own right and highlighting

cash and land but these were tiny compared

the area’s strengths and attributes. These

with the public funding that has been made

are the building blocks of a sustainable

available to urban regeneration companies and

community. They have created a platform for

other projects. The significant investment in

a new wave of investment as the property

enabling infrastructure was made at risk by the

market continues its slow recovery, with

private sector partner. Lomondgate has always

the prospect that more highly regarded

been a lean operation: skilful, determined,

businesses will move to Lomondgate in

adaptable, market-led and business-driven. The

the next 5-10 years. The benefits extend

results have exceeded the partners’ original,

beyond the area covered by the development

pre-recession targets and they will create a

agreement. In particular, success at

lasting legacy for West Dunbartonshire.
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